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Abstract

We investigate the structure of (minimal)n-transitive semigroups of matrices of rank
at mostn in Mk(F), by considering an equivalent problem regarding certain families of
(n− k)-dimensional subspaces ofFk . © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In [1], a description is given of minimal transitive semigroups of linear operators
acting on a finite-dimensional vector space over a fieldF. In the case where the rank
of the semigroup is 1 (we define therank of a set of operators to be the maximum
of the ranks of the operators in the set) the following result was obtained (as part of
Proposition 3.10 of [1]).

Theorem 1.1. S ⊂ Mk(F) is a minimal transitive rank-1 semigroup if and only if
S = Fk ⊗ {bj }kj=1 for some basis {bj }kj=1 of Fk.

Here,Mk(F) denotes the set ofk × k matrices with entries in the fieldF, and
whenx andy are inFk, x ⊗ y denotes the rank-1 operator with matrixxyT. For sets
A andB in Fk, A ⊗ B = {abT : a ∈A,b ∈B}.
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The description of minimal transitive semigroups of ranks greater than 1 is much
more involved and may not be easily generalized to then-transitive case. However,
in the case ofn-transitive rank-n semigroups some information can be obtained.

First we review some standard definitions.

Definition 1.2. A semigroup S in Mk(F) is a non-empty subset ofMk(F) which is
closed under matrix multiplication. Aleft ideal of S is a subsetI of S such that
SI ⊆ I.

Definition 1.3. A semigroupS in Mk(F) is said to ben-transitive if given any
linearly independent set{xj }nj=1 of vectors inFk and any set{yj }nj=1 of vectors in

Fk, there exists an operatorS in S such thatSxj = yj for all j = 1, . . . , n.

By letting X andY denote thek × n matrices[x1, . . . , xn] and[y1, . . . , yn], re-
spectively, it is clear that a semigroupS in Mk(F) is n-transitive if and only if, given
anyk × n matricesX andY with Rank(X) = n, there exists an operatorS in S such
thatSX = Y . That is,SX = Mk×n(F) for any rank-n matrix X in Mk×n(F).

From this starting point we shall deduce a number of properties ofn-transitive
rank-n semigroups. We shall show that the problem of determining all minimaln-
transitive rank-n semigroups ofMk(F) is equivalent to the problem of determining
all collections of(k − n)-dimensional subspaces ofFk which are minimal with the
property that everyn-dimensional subspace is complemented by some member of
the collection. Finally, we study collections of subspaces of the above type in detail
and obtain some interesting results, especially in low dimensions.

2. Basic properties of n-transitive rank-n semigroups

We begin with an easy result from linear algebra.

Lemma 2.1. If A ∈ Mk(F), then for each n � Rank(A), the matrix A can be fac-
tored asXY T, where X and Y are k × n matrices with Rank(X) = n and Rank(Y ) =
Rank(A).

Proof. Since the rank ofA is less than or equal ton, there exists ann-dimensional
subspaceN containing the range ofA. Let M be any subspace ofFk which comple-
mentsN. Then with respect to the direct sum decompositionFk = N ⊕M, A has
block matrix[

B C

0 0

]
,

and so there exists an invertible matrixU in Mk(F) such that
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A = U
[
B C

0 0

]
U−1 = U

[
I

0

] [
B C

]
U−1.

Letting

X = U
[
I

0

]
and Y T = [

B C
]
U−1,

the result follows. �

SupposeA belongs to ann-transitive semigroupS in Mk(F) and Rank(A) � n.
Then

Mk(F)A = Mk(F)XY
T = Mk×n(F)Y T = SXY T = SA ⊂ S,

whereXY T is a factorization ofA described in Lemma 2.1.
Thus we have the following lemmas.

Lemma 2.2. If S ⊂ Mk(F) is an n-transitive rank-n semigroup, then

Mk(F)S ⊂ S.

Lemma 2.3. If S ⊂ Mk(F) is an n-transitive rank-n semigroup, then there exists a
set YS ⊆ Mk×n(F) such that

S = {
XY T : X ∈ Mk×n(F), Y ∈ YS

} = {
Mk×n(F)Y T : Y ∈ YS

}
.

As mentioned above, our main approach to classification ofn-transitive, rank-n
semigroups involves an alternative formulation of the problem in terms of certain
(k − n)-dimensional subspaces ofFk. Other approaches might also be useful. For
example, the consideration of related alternating multilinear forms as in the follow-
ing.

With the natural identification of the cartesian productFk × Fk × · · · Fk (n copies)
with Mk×n(F), and for eachY ∈Mk×n(F), we can define an alternating multilinear
formLY : Mk×n(F)→ F by

LY (Z) = det(YTZ).

Theorem 2.4. Let S ⊂ Mk(F) be a rank-n semigroup. Then S is n-transitive if and
only if⋂

{kerLY : Y ∈ YS} = {Z ∈Mk×n(F) : Rank(Z) < n} .

Proof. We have that

S is n-transitive

⇔ Mk×n(F) = SZ for any Z ∈ Mk×n(F)
with Rank(Z) = n,
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⇔ Mk×n(F) = {
Mk×n(F)Y TZ : Y ∈ YS

}
for anyZ ∈ Mk×n(F)

with Rank(Z) = n,
⇔ for any Z ∈ Mk×n(F) of rankn, Y TZ has rankn for someY ∈ YS,

⇔ for any Z ∈ Mk×n(F) of rankn,det(Y TZ) /= 0 for someY ∈ YS,

⇔ for any Z ∈ Mk×n(F) of rankn,Z �∈
⋂

{kerLY : Y ∈ YS} .
Since{Z ∈Mk×n(F) : rank(Z) < n} ⊆ kerLY for all Y ∈Mk×n(F), the proof is

complete. �

In our main approach, classification ofn-transitive rank-n semigroupsMk(F) is
reduced to a classification problem for particular families of subspaces ofFk. It turns
out that the property ofn-transitivity for a rank-n semigroup is completely deter-
mined by the kernels of the elements of the semigroup with the highest rank.

Theorem 2.5. Let S ⊂ Mk(F) be an n-transitive rank-n semigroup and let

M = {ker(A) : A ∈ S, Rank(A) = n} .
Then every n-dimensional subspace of Fk is complemented by some element of M.
Moreover

SM = {T ∈ Mk(F) : ker(T ) ⊇ M for someM in M}
is an n-transitive rank-n left-ideal of S.

Conversely, given any collection L of (k − n)-dimensional subspaces of Fk with
the property that for any n-dimensional subspace of Fk is complemented by some
element of L, then

SL = {T ∈ Mk(F) : ker(T ) ⊇ M for someM in L}
is an n-transitive rank-n semigroup.

Proof. We start with the proof of the converse implication. SupposeL is as stated
in the theorem. ThatSL is a rank-n semigroup is clear. IfX,Y ∈Mk×n(F) andX has
rank n, then there existsL in L which complements the column space ofX. Some
T ∈ Mk(F) mapsL to {0} and maps the columns ofX to the corresponding columns
of Y. In particularTX = Y andT ∈ SL because ker(T ) ⊇ L. ConsequentlySL is
n-transitive.

To prove the forward implication, supposeS is as stated in the theorem and that
N is a subspace of dimensionn. We can chooseA in S such thatA|N = I . (Choose
an ordered basis forN and usen-transitivity to chooseA ∈ S such thatA maps this
ordered basis to itself.) The rank ofA must ben so that the kernel ofA has dimension
k − n and clearly complementsN.

If T ∈ Mk(F) satisfies ker(T ) ⊇ ker(A) for someA ∈ S of rank n, then (by a
classic theorem of linear algebra)T = BA for someB ∈ Mk(F), so thatT ∈ S by
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Lemma 2.2. HenceSM ⊂ S. ThatSM is a rank-n left ideal ofS is obvious. It
follows from the first part of the proof thatSM is n-transitive. �

Definition 2.6. Given a rank-n semigroupS in Mk(F), the collectionM of
(k − n)-dimensional subspaces ofFk defined by

M = {ker(A) : A ∈ S, Rank(A) = n}
is called thesignature of S.

Remark 2.7. Note that the signature ofSL is L and that the mapL → SL is in-
jective when restricted to the set of collections of(k − n)-dimensional subspaces of
Fk, n = 1, . . . , k − 1.

Definition 2.8. We say a collectionL of (k − n)-dimensional subspaces ofFk has
thecomplementation property if everyn-dimensional subspace ofFk is complement-
ed by some element ofL.

Corollary 2.9. Given a collection L of (k − n)-dimensional subspaces of Fk and
the semigroup SL constructed as in the statement of Theorem 2.5, then SL is
n-transitive if and only if L has the complementation property.

It follows that if one starts with a rank-n semigroupS ⊂ Mk(F) and constructs
the signatureM of S followed bySM (so thatSM ⊂ S), thenS is n-transitive
if and only if SM is n-transitive, i.e. exactly when the signature ofS has the com-
plementation property. This is what we meant when we said that classification of
n-transitive rank-n semigroupsMk(F) can be reduced to a classification problem for
particular families of subspaces ofFk.

Definition 2.10. A semigroupS ⊂ Mk(F) is a minimal n-transitive semigroup if
no proper subsemigroup ofS is n-transitive.

It turns out that minimaln-transitive rank-n semigroups inMk(F) correspond to
the minimal collections of(k − n)-dimensional subspaces ofFk with the comple-
mentation property.

Theorem 2.11. Let L be a collection of (k − n)-dimensional subspaces of Fk . Then
SL is a minimal n-transitive rank-n semigroup if and only if L is a minimal collection
possessing the complementation property.

Proof. To prove the forward implication, proceed by contraposition. IfL does not
possess the complementation property, thenSL is notn-transitive by Corollary 2.9.
If L possesses the complementation property but is not minimal, then there is some
L0 ∈ L such thatL0 = L\L0 still has the complementation property. Since it is
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obvious thatSL0�SL, it follows (by Corollary 2.9) thatSL is not minimal among
n-transitive rank-n semigroups.

For the reverse implication, supposeL is a minimal collection possessing the
complementation property andS is an n-transitive rank-n subsemigroup ofSL.
Then the signature ofS is a subcollection ofL with the complementation property,
and therefore (by minimality)L is the signature ofS. By Theorem 2.5SL ⊂ S, so
thatSL = S. �

If S ⊂ Mk(F) is ann-transitive rank-n semigroup, then the necessary condition
for it to be minimal is thatS = SM, whereM is the signature ofS, and (by The-
orem 2.11) thatM is a minimal collection of(k − n)-dimensional subspaces ofFk

possessing the complementation property. Theorem 2.11 also implies that this con-
dition is sufficient.

Corollary 2.12. A semigroup S ⊂ Mk(F) is minimal among n-transitive rank-n
semigroups if and only if S = SL, where L is minimal among collections of
(k − n)-dimensional subspaces of Fk possessing the complementation property.

Remark 2.13. There is a one-to-one correspondence between collections ofn-di-
mensional subspaces ofFk possessing the complementation property and collections
of (k − n)-dimensional subspaces ofFk possessing the complementation property.

Simply identify Fk with its dual and for each subsetM of Fk let M⊥ stand for
the annihilator ofM. The obvious lifting� of the mapM → M⊥ to the power set
of Fk generates the required one-to-one correspondence between collections ofn-
dimensional and collections of(k − n)-dimensional subspaces in question, because
it preserves the complementation property.

Consequently (Remark 2.7) there is a one-to-one correspondence betweenn-tran-
sitive rank-n semigroups and(k − n)-transitive rank-(k − n) semigroups within the
class of semigroups of typeSL in Mk(F).

Hence (by Corollary 2.12 and Remark 2.7) there is also a one-to-one correspon-
dence between minimaln-transitive rank-n semigroups and minimal(k − n)-transi-
tive rank-(k − n) semigroups inMk(F), since� preserves minimality.

We conclude this section with a few other basic facts about collections of subspaces
with the complementation property.

Proposition 2.14. If L is a collection of (k − n)-dimensional subspaces of Fk with
the complementation property, then

1.
∨{L : L ∈ L} = Fk .

2. For any partition of L into n parts, L = ⋃n
i=1 Li , there exists i such that

⋂{L :
L ∈ Li} = {0}.
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Proof.
1. With no loss of generality (by Remark 2.13), we can assume thatn � k/2. If

span{L : L ∈ L} = M�Fk, then choose ann-dimensional subspaceN of M. Then
for anyL ∈ L

dimL+ dimN = dimL ∩N + dimL ∨ N
and dimL = k − n, dimN = n and dimL ∨N < k. Hence dimL ∩N > 0, a
contradiction.

2. If
⋂{L : L ∈ Li} /= {0} for all i = 1,2, . . . , n, then choose nonzeroXi ∈ ⋂{L :

L ∈ Li} and letN be ann-dimensional subspace ofFk containing{Xi}ni=1; but
thenL ∩N /= {0} for all L ∈ L. �

3. Constructing (minimal) 2-transitive rank-2 semigroups in M4(F)

Theorem 3.1. Given any basis B = {b1,b2, . . . ,bk} of Fk,

S = {A ∈ Mk(F) : A(bi ) = 0 for at least (k − n) elements bi of B}
is a minimal n-transitive rank-n semigroup in Mk(F).

Proof. The signature ofS is

L =
{∨ {

bj
}
j∈J : J ⊆ {1,2, . . . , k}, |J | = k − n

}
.

It clearly has the complementation property. The minimality ofL follows from the
observation that if

∨{bj }j∈J0 is omitted for someJ0, there will be no subspace in
L to complement

∨{bj }j /∈J0. The result now follows by Theorem 2.11 sinceS =
SL. �

Remark 3.2. As the result of [1] mentioned above shows, Theorem 3.1 gives all
minimal transitive rank-1 semigroups, and every transitive rank-1 semigroup con-
tains a minimal one. Of course this can be restated in terms of (minimal) collections
of (k − 1)-dimensional subspaces possessing the complementation property. In par-
ticular, every collection of(k − 1)-dimensional subspaces possessing the comple-
mentation property contains a minimal collection, and hence has at least

(
k
k−1

) = k
elements.

Of course Remark 2.13 furnishes another case in which the semigroups described
in Theorem 3.1 exhaust all minimaln-transitive rank-n semigroups inMk(F).

Corollary 3.3. The minimal (k − 1)-transitive rank-(k − 1) semigroups of Mk(F)

are of the form

S = {T ∈ Mk(F) : T (bi ) = 0 for some i ∈ {1,2, . . . , k}} ,
where B = {b1,b2, . . . ,bk} is a basis of Fk.
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A natural conjecture based on this evidence may be that every minimaln-tran-
sitive rank-n semigroup inMk(F) is generated in this way from some basisB of
Fk. As we shall see shortly, the conjecture is FALSE. The first test case for this
conjecture (i.e. the lowest dimension in which we do not have complete information
on collections of subspaces with the complementation property) is 2-dimensional
subspaces ofF4. For the remainder of the paper we shall focus on this case.

Definition 3.4. Given a matrixB in Mm(F) letGB denote the graph subspace ofB,
i.e.

GB =
{[

x
Bx

]
: x ∈ Fm

}
.

Here are few basic facts about graph subspaces. We shall write0 ⊕ Fm in place
of {0m} ⊕ Fm. NotationFm ⊕ 0 is now self-explanatory.

Lemma 3.5. An m-dimensional subspace M ⊆ F2m is a graph subspace (with re-
spect to a fixed decomposition F2m = Fm ⊕ Fm) if and only ifM ∩ (0 ⊕ Fm) = {0}.

Proof. That graph subspaces do not contain non-zero vectors of the form[ 0
y ] is

obvious. Conversely, suppose thatM ⊆ F2m does not contain a non-zero vector of
the form[ 0

y ]. Let P1 : M → Fm be the map defined by

P1

([
x
y

])
= x

andP2 :M → Fm be the map defined by

P2

([
x
y

])
= y.

Then kerP1 = {0} and henceP1 is invertible, so thatM = GA whereA = P2P−1
1 . �

Lemma 3.6. IfA,B ∈ Mm(F), thenGA ∩GB = {0} if and only if A− B is invert-
ible.

Proof. There is a non-zero vector inGA ∩GB if and only if there are non-zerox
andy in Fm with[

x
Ax

]
=

[
y

By

]
.

Equivalently(A− B)x = 0 for some non-zerox, i.e.A− B is not invertible. �
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Theorem 3.7. Let the decomposition F4 = F2 ⊕ F2 be fixed. Let B be a set of
matrices in M2(F), and let

L =
{

0 ⊕ F2, F2 ⊕ 0
}

∪ {GB}B∈B .

Then L has the complementation property in F4 if and only if the linear span of B is
transitive (i.e., if and only if

∨
B∈B Bx = F2 for every non-zero x in F2).

Proof. SupposeM is a 2-dimensional subspace ofF4. If M is complemented by
neitherF2 ⊕ 0 nor0 ⊕ F2, thenM ∩ (0 ⊕ F2) is 1-dimensional and therefore

M =
{[
αx
γ z

]
: α, γ ∈ F

}

for some choice of non-zerox, z in F2. It is easy to check thatGB complementsM
if and only ifBx is not a multiple ofz.

It follows thatL has the complementation property inF4 if and only if for every
choice of non-zerox, z in F2 there existsB ∈ B such thatBx is not a multiple ofz.
This in turn is equivalent to saying that

∨
B∈B Bx is at least 2-dimensional for every

non-zerox in F2; i.e. that the linear span ofB is transitive. �

The proof of the following simple fact is left to the reader.

Observation 3.8. If F is a collection of m-dimensional subspaces of Fk, and T
is an invertible linear map on Fk, then F is a (minimal) collection possessing the
complementation property if and only if {T (M) : M ∈ F} is a (minimal) collection
possessing the complementation property.

Corollary 3.9. Let the decomposition F4 = F2 ⊕ F2 be fixed. Let B be a set of
matrices in M2(F), and let

L =
{

0 ⊕ F2
}

∪ {GB}B∈B .

Then L has the complementation property in F4 if and only if the linear span of
B − B0 = {B − B0 : B ∈ B} is transitive for some (and hence for all) B0 in B.

Proof. For non-triviality assumeB is non-empty, andB0 as an element ofB. Let

T =
[
I 0

−B0 I

]
.

ThenT is invertible inM4(F) and

{T (M) : M ∈ F} =
{

0 ⊕ F2,F2 ⊕ 0
}

∪ {GC}C∈B−B0
.

Apply Theorem 3.7 and Observation 3.8 to complete the proof.�
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Theorem 3.10. Let B be a set of matrices in M2(F), and let

L = {GB}B∈B .

Then the following are equivalent:
1. L has the complementation property in F4;
2. (a) the linear span of B − B0 is transitive for some (and hence for all) B0 ∈ B;

(b) GL2(F)+ B = M2(F); i.e., for every T ∈ M2(F) there exists B ∈ B such
that T − B is invertible.

Proof. If M is a 2-dimensional subspace ofF4, then eitherM = 0 ⊕ F2 or M ∩
(0 ⊕ F2) is at most 1-dimensional so that either

M =
{[
αx
γ z

]
: α, γ ∈ F

}

for some choice of non-zerox, z in F2, orM = GA for someA ∈ M2(F) (see Lemma
3.5). Clearly0 ⊕ F2 is complemented by every element ofL. In order that everyM
of the second type is complemented by an element ofL, it is necessary and sufficient
that the linear span ofB − B0 = {B − B0 : B ∈ B} is transitive for some (and hence
for all) B0 in B (this follows from the proof of Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.9).
In order that everyGA is complemented by an element ofL, it is necessary and
sufficient (by Lemma 3.6) thatGL2(F)+ B = M2(F). �

Combining Corollary 3.9 and Theorem 3.10 we obtain the following result.

Corollary 3.11. Let the decomposition F4 = F2 ⊕ F2 be fixed. Let B be a set of
matrices in M2(F), and let

L =
{

0 ⊕ F2
}

∪ {GB}B∈B .

Then the following are equivalent:
1. L is minimal among collections of subspaces in F4 possessing the complemen-

tation property.
2. (a) The linear span of B − B0 is transitive for some (and hence for all) B0 in

B, but the similar statement is false for any proper subcollection of B.
(b) GL2(F)+ B�M2(F).

Theorem 3.12. Every collection of subspaces of F4 possessing the complementation
property contains at least four elements.

Proof. The case of collections of 1-dimensional subspaces follows from Remark
3.2. Consequently the case of collections of 3-dimensional subspaces follows from
Remark 2.13.

Let L be a collection of 2-dimensional subspaces ofF4 possessing the comple-
mentation property. It is immediate thatL contains at least two elements.
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If L contained exactly two elements (call themM andN), then an application of
Proposition 2.14(2), withL1 = {M} andL2 = {N} gives an immediate contradic-
tion. HenceL contains at least three elements.

SupposeL = {M,N,P }. Since each of the elements ofL is complemented by
another element ofL, one of the elements ofL is complementary to the other two;
let us say it isM. By choosing appropriate basis and making corresponding identifi-
cations we may assume thatM = 0 ⊕ F2, and (by Lemma 3.5)N = GA, P = GB
for someA,B ∈ M2(F). Moreover, we can apply Observation 3.8 and the procedure
from the proof of Corollary 3.9, and assume without loss of generality thatA = 0.
Applying Corollary 3.9 itself we get that the linear span of{B} is transitive inF2,
which is clearly false. ThereforeL contains at least four elements.�

The next example demonstrates that whenF is not closed under square roots (i.e.
{a2 : a ∈ F}�F), the lower bound given by Theorem 3.12 is sharp. For the sake of
simplicity we restrict ourself to the caseF = R and leave it to the reader to modify
the example to cover the general case.

Example 3.13. Let F = R and

0 =
[
0 0
0 0

]
, I =

[
1 0
0 1

]
, C =

[
0 −1
1 0

]
.

SinceC has no real eigenvector, it must be that∨
{0x, Ix,Cx} = R2

for each non-zerox in R2. Thus the linear span of{0 − 0, I − 0, C − 0} is transitive
in M2(R) and consequently (Corollary 3.9)

L = {0 ⊕ F2,G0,GI,GC}
has the complementation property inR4. By Theorem 3.12 this collection is minimal
and so

SL = {
XY T : X ∈M2×4(R), Y ∈ YS

}
is the corresponding minimal 2-transitive rank-2 semigroup inM4(R), where

YS =
{[

I
0

]
,

[
0
I

]
,

[−I
I

]
,

[−C
I

]}
.

Theorem 3.14. If F is closed under square roots (i.e. {a2 : a ∈ F} = F), then every
collection of 2-dimensional subspaces of F4 possessing the complementation prop-
erty contains at least five elements.

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. SupposeL is a collection of 2-dimension-
al subspaces ofF4 possessing the complementation property which contains four
elements.
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Case 1: One element of L is complementary to each of the other three.
Following the reduction procedure outlined in the proof of Theorem 3.12, we may

assume without loss of generality that

L = {0 ⊕ F2,G0,GA,GB}
for someA,B ∈ M2(F). By Corollary 3.9, the linear span of{A,B} is transitive,
and consequently bothA andB have trivial kernels and are therefore invertible. It
follows, via the hypothesis aboutF, thatA−1B has an eigenvectorx0. This leads
to contradiction, since

∨{Ax0, Bx0} is 1-dimensional, contrary to transitivity of the
linear span of{A,B}.

Case 2: L = {L,M,N,P }, where L ∩M /= {0}, N ∩ P /= {0}.
In this case the contradiction is immediate: lettingL1 = {L,M} andL2 = {N,P }

we arrive at a contradiction to Proposition 2.14(2).
Case 3: L = {X,Y,Z,W } is not covered by either Case 1 or Case 2.
Since no element ofL is complementary to the other three, we may assume with-

out loss of generality thatX ∩ Y /= {0}. Hence,Z ∩W = {0} and thereforeZ cannot
be complementary to bothX andY. Without loss of generality we assumeX ∩ Z /=
{0}. SinceX is complemented by an element ofL, it must be complemented byW.
Therefore,W is complemented by bothX andZ, so it must be thatY ∩W /= {0}.
YetX ∩ Z /= {0} andY ∩W /= {0} implies thatL is covered by Case 2. Contradic-
tion. �

It turns out that for every fieldF, there exists a collection of subspaces ofF4

possessing the complementation property which has exactly five elements.

Example 3.15. Let

0 =
[
0 0
0 0

]
, I =

[
1 0
0 1

]
, A =

[
0 1
0 0

]
, B =

[
0 0
1 0

]

be matrices over a general fieldF. Then since these matrices have no common eigen-
vector, we must have that for each non-zerox in F2∨

{0x, Ix,Ax, Bx} = F2.

One can check directly that the rest of the condition (3.11) of Corollary 3.11 holds
true for{0, I, A,B}. Since matrix

C =
[
1 0
0 0

]

has the property thatC − 0, C − I, C − A,C − B are all non-invertible, Corollary
3.11 dictates that the collection

L =
{

0 ⊕ F2,G0,GI,GA,GB

}

of 2-dimensional subspaces ofF4 is minimal among those possessing the comple-
mentation property.
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Consequently

SL = {
XY T : X ∈M2×4(F), Y ∈ YS

}
is the corresponding minimal 2-transitive rank-2 semigroup inM4(F), where

YS =
{[

I
0

]
,

[
0
I

]
,

[−I
I

]
,

[−A
I

]
,

[−B
I

]}
.

This semigroup is clearly not of the type considered in Theorem 3.1, since its signa-
ture contains one fewer than

(4
2

) = 6 elements. Moreover, this example demonstrates
that the lower bound given in Theorem 3.14 is sharp.

At first glance, it may seem surprising that an algebraic condition on a field (like
being closed under square roots) can be distinguished by a property that considers
only the lattice properties of 2-dimensional subspaces of 4-dimensional vector spaces
over the field.

We conclude by stating an open problem.

Question 3.16. Is every minimal collection of 2-dimensional subspaces ofF4 with
the complementation property finite? If so, is there a finite bound on cardinality of
such collections? What about the general case of minimaln-dimensional subspaces
of Fk with the complementation property?
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